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ABSTRACT

Operational transformation has been identified as an
appropriate approach for consistency maintenance in realtime collaborative editing systems. Various operational
transformation algorithms [2,10,16,15,12,19] can be
applied only for applications that use a linear representation
of the document. We propose a new algorithm called
treeOPT (tree OPerational Transformation) that relies on a
tree representation of the document. Applications using this
algorithm achieve better efficiency, the possibility of
working at different granularity levels and improvements in
the semantic consistency. Our algorithm applies the same
basic mechanisms as the existing operational
transformation algorithms recursively over the different
document levels.
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INTRODUCTION

Real-time collaborative editing systems are groupware
systems that allow members of a team to simultaneously
edit shared documents from different sites. Shared objects
involved in the team activity are subject to concurrent
accesses and real-time constraints.
The real-time aspect necessitates that each user sees the
effects of their own actions immediately and those of other
users as soon as possible. To ensure high responsiveness, a
replicated architecture where users work on copies of the
shared document and instructions are exchanged by
message passing is necessary.
High concurrency is also an important requirement for realtime collaborative editing systems, i.e. any number of users
should be able to concurrently edit any part of the shared
document.
Approaches such as turn-taking protocols, locking or
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serialization-based protocols fail to meet at least one of
these requirements. Turn-taking protocols [3] allow only
one active participant at a time, the one who “has the
floor”; this approach is equivalent to document locking, in
this way lacking concurrency. Locking [4] guarantees that
users access objects in the shared workspace one at a time.
Concurrent editing is allowed only if users are locking and
editing different objects. Non-optimistic locking introduces
delays for acquiring the lock. Optimistic locking avoids the
delays, but it is not clear what to do when locks are denied
and the object optimistically manipulated by the user must
be restored to its original state. In the case of serializationbased protocols, operations are executed in the same total
order at all sites. Non-optimistic serialization delays the
execution of an operation until all totally preceding
operations have been executed [7]. Optimistic serialization
executes the operations upon their arrival, but use
undo/redo techniques to repair the out-of-order execution
effect [6].
The operational transformation approach for maintaining
consistency of the copies of the shared document allows
local operations to be executed immediately after their
generation and remote operations need to be transformed
against the other operations. The transformations are
performed in such a manner that the intentions of the users
are preserved and at the end the copies of the documents
converge. Various operational transformation algorithms
have been proposed: dOPT[2], adOPTed[10], GOT[16],
GOTO[15], SOCT2[12,13], SOCT3 and SOCT4 [19].
Although these algorithms are generic operational
transformation algorithms, they can be applied only for
applications that use a linear representation of the
document. The real-time collaborative text editors relying
on these algorithms represent the document as a sequence
of characters. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm
called treeOPT (tree OPerational Transformation) that
relies on a tree representation of the document.
Applications using this algorithm achieve better efficiency,
the possibility of working at different granularity levels and
improvements in the semantic consistency relative to other
existing operational transformation algorithms.
Our algorithm relies on the same principles for consistency
maintenance as the GOT algorithm, thereby we begin our
paper by giving a short overview of the GOT algorithm.

We then go on by presenting our algorithm highlighting its
advantages over other existing algorithms. Next, a section
dedicated to related work is presented. Concluding remarks
and the main directions of our future work are presented in
the last section.
CONSISTENCY MODEL

Our algorithm follows the same principles for consistency
maintenance as presented in [16]. Therefore, in this section
we give a brief overview of the consistency model
underlying the GOT algorithm.
We start by defining the notions of causal ordering
relations and dependent and independent operations.
Causal ordering relation "→"
Given two operations Oa and Ob generated at sites i and j
respectively then Oa is causally ordered before Ob, denoted
Oa→Ob iff: (1) i=j and the generation of Oa happened
before the generation of Ob; or (2) i≠j and the execution of
Oa at site j happened before the generation of Ob; or (3)
there exists an operation Ox such that Oa→Ox and Ox→Ob.
Dependent and independent operations
Given any two operations Oa and Ob, (1) Ob is dependent
on Oa iff Oa→Ob; (2) Oa and Ob are said to be independent
or concurrent iff neither Oa→Ob, nor Ob→Oa. This is
denoted OaOb.
The GOT algorithm proposes a consistency model
comprising the following consistency properties:
1. The convergence property requires that all copies of the
same document are identical after executing the same
collection of operations.
2. The causality preservation property requires that, for
any pair of operations Oa and Ob, if Oa→Ob, then Oa is
executed before Ob at all sites.
3. The intention preservation property requires that, for
any operation O, the effects of executing O at all sites
are the same as the intention of O and the effect of
executing O does not change the effects of independent
operations.
To achieve causality-preservation a timestamping scheme
based on a data structure called a State Vector (SV) is used
[2]. With the aid of this vector, the conditions for execution
of an operation at a certain site (causally-ready operation)
are defined.
To achieve convergence, a total ordering relation “⇒”
between operations is defined. Based on this total ordering,
and on the history buffer(HB) with executed operations
maintained at each site, an undo/do/redo scheme is defined:
(1) Undo operations in HB which totally follow Onew
to restore the document to the state before their
execution;
(2) Do Onew;
(3) Redo all operations that were undone from HB.
To achieve intention preservation, a causally ready
operation has to be transformed before its execution in

order to cope with the modifications performed by other
executed operations. Two types of transformations are
defined: inclusion transformation and exclusion
transformation. An inclusion transformation of an
operation Oa against an independent operation Ob, denoted
IT(Oa,Ob), transforms Oa such that the impact of Ob is
included in Oa. An exclusion transformation of an
operation Oa against a causally-preceding operation Ob,
denoted ET(Oa,Ob), transforms Oa such that the impact of
Ob is excluded from Oa.
Also, some functions are defined for including a list of
operations OL into the context of operation O, i.e.
LIT(O,OL) and for excluding a list of operations OL from
the context of operation O, i.e. LET(O,OL).
THE treeOPT ALGORITHM

The real-time collaborative editors relying on existing
operational transformation algorithms for consistency
maintenance use a linear representation for the document.
For example, a text document is viewed as a sequence of
characters. This way of representation has several crucial
disadvantages, which we present below.
All existing operational transformation algorithms keep a
history of already executed operations in order to compute
the proper execution form of new operations. Given the
linear representation of the document, all past operations
are stored in a single common buffer. When a new remote
operation is received, it must be transformed against all of
the operations in the history buffer, even though different
users might work on completely different sections of the
document, not interfering with each other. Keeping the
history of all operations in a single buffer decreases the
efficiency. The existing algorithms for integrating a new
causally ready operation into the history have a complexity
of order n2, where n is the size of the examined history
buffer (for example GOT, SOCT2, SOCT3). The dOPT
algorithm has a complexity of order n, but copies
convergence is not always achieved. Consequently, a long
history results in a higher complexity. This complexity
negatively affects the response time, i.e. the time necessary
for the operations of one user to be propagated to the other
users, which is a factor of critical importance in real-time
systems.
Finally, although the existing algorithms solve the syntactic
inconsistency problems, they do not enforce semantic
consistency.
Let us consider that a shared document contains the text:
“Helo everybody!”. Suppose one user, noticing the
misspelling of the word “Hello”, tries to insert the letter
“l”, aiming to obtain the text: “Hello everybody!”. At the
same time, another user, noticing also the incorrect spelling
of the word “Helo”, deletes it completely, inserting instead
the word “Bye”, in order to obtain the following final
result: “Bye everybody!”. Unfortunately, there is no
automatic way to execute these conflicting operations and
obtain a semantically consistent result. The best that the

algorithms (for example GOT) can obtain is the following:
“Byel everybody!”.

In order to describe the algorithm we first formally define
the notions of node and composite operation.

In natural language, a character does not have a semantic
value associated with it. But what is the elementary
semantic unit in the case of natural language? Is it the
word? Let us see what happens if all operations delete or
insert whole words. Consider that the shared document
contains the following text: “The child go alone to
school.”. Assume that a user deletes the word “go” and
inserts “goes” instead, intending to obtain: “The child goes
alone to school.”. Simultaneously, another user inserts the
word “can”, changing the text into: “The child can go
alone to school.”. Unfortunately, after each user receives
the operations performed by the other one, the result is:
“The child can goes alone to school.”.

Definition Node
A node N is a structure of the form N=<level, children,
length, history, content>, where
- level is a granularity level, level∈{0,1,2,3,4},
corresponding to the element type represented by node
(i.e. document, paragraph, sentence, word or character)
- children is an ordered list of nodes {child1,...,childn},
level(childi)=level+1, for all i∈{1,...,n}
- length is the length of the node,
if level = 4
1,
length=  n
length(child i ), otherwise
i∑
=1
- history is an ordered list of already executed operations
on children nodes
- content is the content of the node, defined only for leaf
nodes
if level < 4
undefined,
content= 
if level = 4
aCharacter ,

As we can see, even though all operations were operations
involving whole words, semantic consistency could not be
enforced. The conclusion we can draw is that working at
any level of granularity can result in semantic
inconsistencies, but working at a higher level usually
translates into a more semantically consistent final result.
However, semantic consistency remains an open issue that
should also be tackled by consistency maintenance
algorithms.
We propose a new algorithm overcoming the disadvantages
presented above. The algorithm relies on operational
transformation, its novelty consisting in modelling the
document using a hierarchical structure. We present the
algorithm applied to a text document, but it can be easily
adapted for any other document that uses a hierarchical
structure, the only difference being the number of levels in
the hierarchy. In the case of text documents, the
hierarchical structure has several levels of granularity:
document, paragraph, sentence, word and character (see
Fig. 1.), corresponding to the common syntactic elements
used in natural language. In order to process these elements
in a uniform manner when presenting the algorithm, we
assign numeric values for each granularity level, as
follows: for document level the value 0, for paragraph level
the value 1, for sentence level the value 2, for word level
the value 3 and for subword (character) level the value 4.
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Fig. 1. Tree representation of the document
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Please note that operations are equivalent to those defined
by the model used in the GOT algorithm.
Definition Composite Operation
A composite operation is a structure of the form
cOp=<level, type, position, content, stateVector, initiator>,
where:
- level is a granularity level, level∈{1,2,3,4}
- type is the type of the operation, type∈{Insertion,
Deletion}
- position is a vector of positions
position[i]= position for the ith granularity level,
i∈{1,...,level}
- content is a node representing the content of the operation
- stateVector - the state vector of the generating site
- initiator - the initiator site identifier
The level of a composite operation can be equal to 1, 2, 3
or 4, but not 0 (deleting the whole document or inserting a
whole new document are not permitted). The vector
position specifies the positions for the levels corresponding
to a coarser or equal granularity than the granularity of the
operation. For example, if we have an insertion operation
of word level (3), we have to specify the paragraph and the
sentence in which the word is located, as well as the
position of the word inside the sentence. The content of a
composite insertion operation specifies the node to be
inserted in the position given by the position vector. In the
case of deletion, content can be used to keep undo
information. The attributes stateVector and initiator have
the same meaning as in the case of the operations used by
the GOT algorithm.
In future examples, for simplicity, we might also denote
operations by specifying their type, level, position and
sometimes the text conversion of content, ignoring the

other attributes. For example InsertWord(3,1,2,“love”)
denotes a composite operation of type Insertion, having the
level word, in paragraph 3, sentence 1, at word position 2
inside the sentence, and having as content a node of type
word which stands for the text “love”.

it will be queued, otherwise transformed and then executed.
Transforming the operation is somewhat more difficult (but
also much more efficient) than in the case of the GOT
algorithm. We will illustrate the way transformations are
performed using an example.

In what follows we will give an intuitive explanation of the
algorithm, and afterwards describe it formally.

Consider a site receiving the following remote composite
operation: InsertWord(3,1,3,“love”). It is an operation
intending to insert the word “love” in paragraph 3,
sentence 1, as the 3rd word. The newly received operation
must be transformed against the previous operations, as
follows.

Each site stores locally a copy of the shared document. The
document will be stored as a hierarchical structure (a tree).
The root node of the tree will be the document node,
having as children paragraph nodes. Each paragraph node,
in its turn, will have as children sentence nodes, and so on.
The leaf nodes will be character nodes. For a leaf node, the
content of the node is explicitly specified in the content
field. For nodes situated higher in the hierarchy, the content
field will remain unspecified, but the actual content of each
node will be the concatenation of the contents of its
children. Each node (excluding leaf nodes) will keep a
history of operations associated with its children. The
operations stored in this history represent previous
insertions or deletions of one of the node's children. An
example showing the structure of a document is illustrated
in Fig. 2.: the document contains three paragraphs;
paragraph 3 contains two sentences; sentence 1 of
paragraph 3 contains three words; 2nd word of sentence 1 in
paragraph 3 is “CAR”.
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Fig. 2. Example of structure of a document
The algorithm follows similar principles to the ones
described for the GOT algorithm. Each site can generate
composite operations, representing insertions or deletions
of subtrees in the document tree. Please note that each node
of a subtree to be inserted has an empty history buffer. The
site generating a composite operation executes it
immediately. The operation is also recorded in the history
buffer associated to the parent node of the inserted or
deleted subtree. Finally, the new operation is broadcast to
all other sites. The operation is timestamped using a state
vector (similar to GOT algorithm). Upon receiving a
remote operation, the receiving site will test it for causal
readiness. If the composite operation is not causally ready

First of all, we consider the paragraph number specified by
the composite operation, which in this case is equal to 3.
We do not know for sure that paragraph number 3 of this
site's local copy of the document is the same paragraph as
that referred to by the original operation. Suppose a
concurrent operation inserts a whole new paragraph before
paragraph 3. Then, in this case, we should insert the word
“love” not in paragraph 3, but in paragraph 4. Therefore,
we must first transform the new operation against previous
operations involving whole paragraphs, which are kept in
the document history buffer. This can be done using any
existing operational transformation algorithm working on
linear structures (for example the GOT algorithm). After
performing these transformations, we obtain the position of
the paragraph in which the operation has to be performed,
paragraph number 4 in our example. Consequently, the
new
composite
operation
will
become
InsertWord(4,1,3,“love”). Note that previous concurrent
operations of finer granularity are not taken into account by
these transformations, because the document history buffer
contains only operations at paragraph level. Indeed, we are
not interested in whether another user has just modified
another paragraph, because this fact does not affect the
number of the paragraph where the word “love” has to be
inserted.
The next step obtains the correct number of the sentence
where the word has to be inserted. Therefore, the new
operation is transformed against the operations belonging
to Pa4 history. Pa4 history only contains insertions and
deletions of sentences that are children of paragraph 4. We
again apply an existing operational transformation
algorithm, and obtain the correct sentence position (for
example sentence 2), transforming the operation into
InsertWord(4,2,3,“love”). The algorithm continues by
obtaining the correct word position in the same manner.
Finally, the operation can be executed and recorded in the
history. Because it is an operation of word level, it must be
recorded in the history associated with the parent sentence.
As we can see, the algorithm achieves consistency by
applying repeatedly an existing concurrency control
algorithm on small portions of the entire history of
operations, which is not kept in a single linear structure,
but distributed throughout the tree. However, traditional
algorithms do not perform transformations on composite

operations, but on regular ones. Because of this fact, we
must define a function to transform a composite operation
into a simple operation (by considering only the element of
the position vector that is of interest at the moment).
Function Composite2Simple(cOp, level){
construct a new operation op;
if (level(cOp) = level)
type(op) = type(cOp);
else
type(op) = Deletion;
position(op) = position(cOp)[level(cOp)];
length(op) = 1;
stateVector(op) = stateVector(cOp);
initiator(op) = initiator(cOp);
return op;
}
In other words, having the composite operation cOp, and
knowing the granularity level at which we are currently
transforming the operation, we construct a regular one.
This new operation will be transformed using an existing
operational transformation algorithm. This regular
operation will always have the length 1 (the algorithm only
operates on one character, one word, one sentence or one
paragraph at a time). In order to explain how we generate
the type of the new operation, we will also use an example.
Suppose
we
have
the
composite
operation
InsertWord(3,1,3,“love”), and we are at the step when we
need to compute the position of the paragraph in which the
insertion takes place. Having this composite operation, we
must generate a regular operation, which will then be
transformed against the operations in document history,
using an existing operational transformation algorithm.
However, we only intend to find out the position of the
paragraph where the word “love” has to be inserted, not to
insert or delete a paragraph. Text editor systems relying on
operational transformation work with the primitives Insert
and Delete. Introducing a new Modify primitive is not a
convenient solution, because new transformations need to
be defined. A simpler solution is to simulate a delete, when
in fact we do not intend to delete the paragraph, but merely
to modify it. Therefore, if we work at a coarser granularity
level than the level of the composite operation, we simulate
a delete, and consequently we generate a regular delete
operation. If, on the other hand, we work at the same
granularity level as the level of the composite operation, we
use the actual operation type in generating the regular
operation.
After introducing this auxiliary function, we can present
the general form of the algorithm.
Algorithm treeOPT(cOp, document, noLevels){
Given a new causally ready composite operation, cOp, a
local copy of the document, document and the number of
levels in the hierarchical structure of the document,
noLevels, the execution form of cOp is returned.
currentNode = document;

}

for (l = 1; l <= noLevels; l++)
onew = Composite2Simple(cOp, l);
eonew = Transform(onew, history(currentNode));
position(cOp)[l] = position(eonew);
if (level(cOp) = l)
return cOp;
currentNode = childi(currentNode),
where i=position(eonew);

In the case of the text editor noLevels=4.
As we have seen in the previous examples, determining the
execution form of a composite operation requires finding
the elements of the position vector corresponding to a
coarser or equal granularity level than the level of the
composite operation. For each level of granularity l
(starting with paragraph level and ending with the level of
the composite operation) an existing operational
transformation algorithm is applied for finding the
execution form of the corresponding regular operation. The
operational transformation algorithm is applied on the
history of the currentNode whose granularity level is l-1
(recall that, for example, for finding the corresponding
paragraph position, transformations need to be performed
against the operations kept in the document history). The lth
element in the position vector will be equal to the position
of the execution form of the regular operation. If the
current granularity level l equals with the level of the
composite operation, the algorithm returns the execution
form of the composite operation. Otherwise, the processing
continues with the next finer granularity level, currentNode
being updated accordingly.
The algorithm in its general form computes the execution
form of the composite operation, but executing the
operation and saving it in the history must be done after
performing the algorithm.
By Transform(op, history) we denote any existing
concurrency control algorithm, that, taking as parameters a
causally-ready regular operation op and a history buffer
history, returns the execution form of op. The
implementation of the Transform method depends on the
chosen consistency maintenance algorithm working on a
linear structure of the document. We tested the operation of
our algorithm when combined with the GOT algorithm.
Because GOT must be used in combination with an
undo/do/redo scheme, we have adapted our algorithm as
well. Combining our algorithm with dOPT can be easily
performed, requiring only that the Transform function be
replaced with the part of dOPT algorithm for executing a
causally ready operation [2].
When combined with
SOCT2, the algorithm has to be adapted to the mechanism
of integrating an operation into the history by performing
forward and backward transpositions [12].
In the following, we present the recursive version of the
algorithm, when combined with the undo/do/redo scheme
and the GOT algorithm:

Algorithm treeOPT-GOT(node, cOp){
onew = Composite2Simple(cOp, level(node)+1);
Undo operations in history(node) from right to left until
an operation eom is found such that eom=>onew;
eonew = GOT(onew, history(node));
position(cOp)[level(node)+1] = position(eonew);
if (level(cOp) = level(node)+1)
Do cOp;
Update length(node);
Store eonew in history(node);
Transform each operation eom+i in
history(node)[m+1,n] into the new
execution form eo′m+i as follows:
eo′m+1 = IT(eom+1, eonew)
for(i = 2; i ≤ n-m; i++)
TO = LET(eom+i,(history(node)[m+1,m+i-1])-1);
eo′m+i = LIT(TO,[eonew,eo′m+1,...,eo′m+i-1]);
Redo eo′m+1, eo′m+2,..., eo′n sequentially
else
if (length(eonew) > 0)
child = childi (node), where i=position(eonew);
treeOPT-GOT (child, cOp);
Update length(node);
Redo undone operations eom+1, ...,eon
}
The recursive algorithm computes the execution form of
cOp, performs it, and updates the history of the proper
node in the tree. The above algorithm must be called with
the parameter node equal to the document node (root node
in the document hierarchy).
The algorithm starts by transforming the composite
operation cOp into a simple one corresponding to the level
level(node)+1. This simple operation needs to be
transformed against the other operations for the same level
kept in history(node). The same mechanism undo/do/redo
as presented in [16] is used. By applying the GOT
algorithm we can find the position element of the execution
form of eonew. The transformation functions used in the
GOT algorithm can be relaxed, i.e. to be used not for
strings, but just for characters. However, in order to take
advantage of the power of the string-wise approach, we
allow strings to be inserted/deleted in a word and we do not
generate these operations character by character. For the
paragraph, sentence and word level, the transformations are
done in the same manner as in the character-wise approach.
In this way eonew cannot be an operation split into suboperations in the case of paragraph, sentence and word
level. It can be such an operation only at the subword level,
the lowest level in the tree, but no further recursive calls
need to be performed in this case.
Another important issue is related to performing the
composite operation, after transforming it accordingly.
Performing a composite operation implies inserting a
subtree or deleting a subtree from the document
hierarchical structure. Besides these actions, the nodes on

the path taken by the algorithm have to update their lengths
accordingly, increasing it by the length of the inserted
subtree or decreasing it by the length of the deleted subtree.
An important advantage of the algorithm is related to its
improved efficiency. In the case of existing algorithms, in
order for a new operation to be transformed accordingly, a
large history log, containing all previously executed
operations, has to be spanned. This can be extremely
inefficient, and the response time is usually affected. In our
representation of the document, the history of operations is
distributed throughout the whole tree, and, when a new
operation is transformed, only the history distributed on a
single path of the tree will be spanned (which, for a
balanced tree, represents only log(historylength)). This will
turn out to be a very important increase in speed, especially
given the fact that the complexity of the concurrency
control algorithm is usually of O((spanned_history)2).
Moreover, when working on medium or large documents,
operations will be localized in the areas currently modified
by each user, not interfering with each other at all. In these
cases, almost no transformations are needed, and therefore
the response times and notification times are very good
(recall the fact that in the case of algorithms working on
linear structures, every operation interferes with any other,
independently of the distance between the positions
specified in the operations).
Another important advantage is the possibility of
performing, not only operations on characters, but also on
other semantic units – words, sentences and paragraphs. An
insertion or a deletion of a whole paragraph can be done in
a single operation. Therefore, the efficiency is further
increased, because there are fewer operations to be
transformed, and fewer to be transformed against.
Moreover, the data is sent using larger chunks, thus the
network communication is more efficient.
Our approach also adds flexibility in using the editor. The
users can select the level of granularity they prefer to work
on. Some users prefer to wait until writing a whole
paragraph, and only then to send an insert operation
containing this paragraph, others prefer to send operations
character by character, in order to enable the other users to
visualize the modifications as soon as possible.
Last, but not least, our algorithm can help users in
enforcing the semantic consistency of the documents,
because working at a coarser granularity is allowed and
cases such as the ones presented at the beginning of this
section can be avoided.
RELATED WORK

Starting with the dOPT algorithm of Ellis and Gibbs [2]
various algorithms using operational transformation for
maintaining consistency in collaborative systems have been
proposed:
adOPTed[10],
GOT[16],
GOTO[15],
SOCT2[12, 13], SOCT3 and SOCT4 [19]. All of these
algorithms are based on a linear representation of the
document. Our algorithm uses a tree representation of the

document and applies the same basic mechanisms as these
algorithms recursively over the different document levels.
To our knowledge, the only algorithm for solving the
concurrency control problem in collaborative text editors
that uses a tree model for representing the document is
dARB[5]. However, according to this algorithm, not all
concurrent accesses are automatically solved. When the
system cannot find a solution, the users are asked to solve
the inconsistencies manually. Their approach is similar to
the dependency-detection approach for concurrency control
in multiuser systems. Dependency detection [18] uses
operation timestamps for detecting conflicting operations,
the conflict being resolved by a process that involves
human intervention. Some of the conflicts are resolved by
the system invoking the arbitration procedure. According
to the arbitration process, only the intentions of one user
are preserved, which is not always the desired solution. For
example, suppose that two sites have initially the same
state: “This work is part of the UIP (Universal Information
Platform) project where multiuser suport is integrated.”.
One user splits the sentence into two other sentences,
aiming to obtain: “This work is part of the UIP (Universal
Information Platform) project. where multiuser suport is
integrated.”. This is the first operation performed by the
first user; later on s/he will try to modify the second
sentence. The other user corrects the spelling of word
“suport”: “This work is part of the UIP (Universal
Information Platform) project, where multiuser support is
integrated.”. According to dARB algorithm, in this case the
arbitration scheme is invoked and because the operation
performed by the first user (create operation) has a higher
priority than the operation performed by the second user
(modification), the first operation will win the arbitration,
the final result being: “This work is part of the UIP
(Universal Information Platform) project. where multiuser
suport is integrated.”. The second user can be frustrated
that their modification was not preserved. In our approach
we preserve the intentions of all users, even if in some
cases the result is a strange combination of all intentions,
such as in the example presented in the previous section.
However, the use of different colours provides awareness
of concurrent changes made by other users and the main
thing is that no changes are lost.
Moreover, because operations (delete, insert) are defined
only at the character level in this algorithm, i.e. sending
only one character at a time, the number of
communications through the network increases greatly.
Further, there are cases when one site wins the arbitration
and it needs to send, not only the state of the vertex itself,
but maybe also the state of the parent or grandparent of the
vertex. Sending whole paragraphs or even the whole
document in the case that a winning site has performed a
split of a sentence or respectively a paragraph is not a
desirable option.

In our approach, we tried to reduce the number of
communications and transformations as much as possible,
thereby reducing the notification time, which is a very
important factor in groupware. For this purpose, our
algorithm is not a character-wise algorithm, but a stringwise one and we do not need retransmissions of whole
sentences, paragraphs or of the whole document in order to
maintain the same tree structure of the document at all
sites.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented a consistency maintenance
algorithm relying on a tree representation of the document.
The hierarchical representation of a document is a
generalisation of the linear representation and in this way
our algorithm can be seen as extending the existing
operational transformation algorithms. The algorithm
applies the same basic mechanisms as the existing
operational transformation algorithms recursively over the
different document levels. When used by applications that
rely on a hierarchical structure of the document, it achieves
better efficiency, the possibility of working at different
granularity levels and improvements in the semantic
consistency. We have presented the implementation of the
algorithm when used for a text document and based on the
GOT algorithm, but it is application independent (i.e. it can
be adapted for any tree-based model of a document) and it
can use any operational transformation algorithm relying
on linear representation.
The next step in our work is to adapt the algorithm for a
graphical editor. We believe that the tree representation of
the document will be suitable, taking into account the
grouping features for the scene objects. However, as
pointed out in [14], causality preservation techniques are
applicable to both text editor and graphic editor, but
achieving intention preservation and convergence is
different in the two cases. We think that the next step in
this direction would be to implement the multi-versioning
technique used in GRACE [1] and see how ideas from the
tree representation of the document can be incorporated.
We want to investigate the possibility of introducing
locking at different granularity levels (paragraph, sentence,
word). The novel locking mechanism described in [17]
might be integrated.
Social aspects are also important for avoiding and
resolving conflicts between users. Even though our system
solves automatically conflicting operations generated by
different users, the conflicts can also be solved more easily
by mutual agreements among users. A great feature of our
application is that conflicts are always solved, but they
should be avoided to begin with. Features such as audio
communication and chat systems among users might avoid
many conflicts. Messages like “I’m now working on the
Introduction section.” prevent other users from modifying
the same part of the document. Users are aware of the
modifications done by other users, since users write with

different colours and the application provides a legend with
the users editing the same document and the associated
colours. Even in the case of conflicts, after an automatic
solution was generated and it was not something expected,
the users involved in the conflict can communicate to each
other, finding out the intentions of the others and agreeing
on a solution.
The text editor application that successfully implemented
treeOPT [8] is part of the UIP (Universal Information
Platform) project under current development in the Global
Information Systems group at ETH Zürich. This project has
the goal of designing and implementing a universal
information platform supporting persistence, distribution
and multi-user support [11], in particular with support for
collaborative working. The whole functionality of the
project relies on the generic object data model OM [9]. The
text editor application can be enhanced with access rights
and roles associated to users and groups of users, these
features being already integrated into the core of the
project.
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